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THE JOIN of one manifold with another is not a manifold; but around 1970, Sullivan 
realised that such objects are enough like manifolds to have interesting bordism 
theories. Utilising open sets in the join of a fixed family of smooth manifolds as local 
models, he showed that any integral homology class in a polyhedron is an image of the 
fundamental homology class of a closed “manifold with join-like singularities”. In this 
work he was primarily concerned with the singularity type defined by a family of 
polynomial generators for the complex bordism ring. Subsequently, N. A. Baas[2] 
studied the bordism theories defined by an arbitrary sequence of smooth manifolds, 
and established some basic properties of these theories by reformulating Sullivan’s 
definitions more combinatorially. 
In this note we prove the existence of a commutative and associative multi- 
plication on these bordism functors, at least away from the primes 2 and 3; that some 
such restriction is necessary follows from results of Araki and Toda[l], who showed 
that framed bordism is neither commutative modulo 2 nor associative modulo 3. The 
existence of a nice multiplication has been open for some time[6], and has impeded 
the analysis of the Hopf algebras of operations and cooperations for these bordism 
theories [5]. 
The construction of a product given here is “geometric” but not “direct”; those 
familiar with the problem know that most attempts at the direct construction of a 
geometric product eventually bog down in questions of coherence of confusing 
isomorphisms. To emphasize the independence of our product from such com- 
plications, we have partially axiomatised its construction. In 01 some basic properties 
of a bordism theory for manifolds with join-like singularities are enumerated as 
hypotheses Hl through H4; these properties are well-known. A fifth property is 
needed to show that our construction is nontrivial; we check it for the bordism theory 
of Baas in Proposition 2.3. [In an appendix we describe a homotopy-theoretic 
construction of spectra representing the functors Uc., which is relatively free of 
geometry.] 
Our construction is based on the observation that the bordism theory associated to 
a singularity type C possesses a natural “product” taking values in the bordism theory 
associated to a singularity type (C, C); these terms are defined below. The singularity 
type (C, C) is not regular, even if C is, and regularity is assumed in most applications 
of these functors. However, the bordism theory associated to (C, C) is simply related 
to the theory associated to C, at least away from 2; and this observation leads directly 
to the product. To be concrete, we have stated our results for the bordism of 
complex-oriented manifolds[7], although they have analogues for any classical bor- 
dism theory associated to a notion of reduction of the principal frame bundle of a 
smooth manifold. It should be noted that there is an analogous PL-bordism theory of 
manifolds with singularities[l21 which is in some ways better understood than the 
smooth case. 
It is a pleasure to thank David C. Johnson, Graeme Segal, Dennis Sullivan, and W. 
Stephen Wilson for the conversations, correspondence and encouragement that led to 
this paper. 
§I. PRELIMINARY ASSUMPTIONS 
We write U, for the complex bordism functor, and V,(X) for the complex bordism 
of a space X; but the complex bordism ring U&t) of a point will be abbreviated to U 
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in subscripts. Let C = {C,, . . . ,C,,} denote a sequence of compact complex-oriented 
manifolds without boundary; such a sequence will be called a singularity type. We will 
assume that such a C has an associated extraordinary homology theory LJ,, which 
takes its values in the category of graded U&r)-modules: for example, following 
Sullivan[l3] we might study manifolds modelled locally on the join of some subset of 
{C,, f. . ,C,} with an Euclidean half-space; in that case it would be natural to assume 
that the Ci are pairwise disjoint. We might also study the bordism theory defined 
by Baas, in which an object consists of a family V = {V(S)(S c (0, 1,. . . ,n}} of 
smooth manifolds-with-boundary, endowed with decompositions of the boundaries 
satisfying 
(i) f3V(S) = U f3jV(S), ajV(S) = 0 if i E S 
Orian 
(ii) aj(ajV(S)) = 0 
(iii) dj(JjV(S)) = d;V(S) fl ajV(S) if i# f, 
the intersection being transversal, together with a system 
bv(S, i): aiV(S)L-, V(S, i) X Ci if i65 S 
of complex-orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms compatible with (iii). [Here we 
have written Co for the complex-oriented manifold defined by a single (positively- 
oriented) point.] The boundary of the object V is the object defined by the restriction 
of the structures of V to the space a,V(O). Our first assumption about the homology 
theory UC., is that the correspondence C+-+LJC.* is functorial: 
Hla. Let (T be a permutation of the integers 1 through n; let UC denote the 
sequence Ccc,,, . . . , &,. Then there is a natural isomorphism u*: UW----+ L.Jd., of 
functors. 
b. Let i: C’- C” abbreviate a sequence of complex orientation-preserving 
diffeomorphisms of C; with Cz, k = 1,. . . , n; then there is a natural equivalence i*: 
u c,*+ UC:, of functors. Moreover, the operations u I+ u*, i ++ i* preserve compositions. 
In the theory of Baas CT* V(S) = V(uS), and i* V is defined by 
bi*v(S, k) = (1 V(_s.k) X ik) . bv(S, k). 
At this point it is convenient to assume that the components of Ci have the same 
dimension, which we will denote by c(i). We will also write [Cj] E U,&pt) for the 
bordism class of Ci. Our next hypothesis is that the bordism theory associated to C is 
appropriately related to the bordism theories defined by subsequences of C. If the 
sequence C(i) results from deleting the ith entry of the sequence C, then we have 
H2. For each i there is an exact sequence 
lC,l 
Pi . . ’ - UCci,.*- UC(i).*+c(i)- UC.*+ccijQi UC?(i),*-1 - . . ’ 
of homology theories and natural transformations of U,(pt)-modules. 
This is theorem 3.2 of [2]. We have written [Ci] for the operation of multiplication 
by [Ci], and pi may be understood as the map induced by the forgetful functor which 
interprets a manifold of singularity type C(i) as a restricted sort of manifold of 
singularity type C. The operation Qi sends an object V to the object defined by the 
restriction of the structures of V to the space V(i); it is a generalisation to our context 
of the classical Bockstein homomorphism. We will denote the composition 
p; 0 QiI UC,*+ Uc.*-c(j)_l by Q,; evidently we have Qi 0 Q; = 0. 
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The graded ideal in the ring U&t) generated by the elements [C,], . . . ,[C,] will be 
denoted (C), and U&t)/(C) is the associated quotient ring. With this notation, we 
have 
H3. UC.* is a module over the ring U,(pt)/(C). 
This has an alternate formulation: the operation [C,] is zero on the module U,.,(X) 
defined by any space X. A proof of this hypothesis may be found in the appendix 
of[5]; in more general contexts [such as framed bordism modulo 21 this hypothesis 
fails. In fact the obstruction to H3 in a general bordism theory can be explicitly 
described: let T(C) denote the (closed) quotient of the (2c + I)-dimensional manifold- 
with-boundary C x [- 1, + 11 x C by the equivalence relation (CO, 1, ci) - (cl, - 1, CO); 
then [Cl-multiplication is trivial on any bordism theory containing C in its singularity 
type if the bordism class of the mapping torus T(C) is trivial. 
The odd-dimensional component of the complex bordism ring vanishes, and this 
obstruction is therefore trivial. In framed bordism, the class [C] = 2 f ~b’(pt) = Z yields 
[T(C)] = n # 0 E 77=,s(pt) = z/22. 
Our next assumption is that our bordism theory possesses a natural external 
multiplication, which satisfies an appropriate associativity axiom. If C and C’ are 
singularity types, then we write (C, C’) for the singularity type defined by the 
sequence C, X 0,. . . ,C, X 0, C; X 1,. . . ,C,L X 1; the products with 0 and 1 insure that 
the terms of (C, C’) are pairwise disjoint. We will usually refrain from explicitly 
indicating the natural isomorphisms associated by HI to isomorphisms such as 
(C, (C’, C’?)+ ((C, C’), C”). 
H4. There exists a multiplication homomorphism 
mc.c,: UC&O OU UC.& Y)- ~lc.c~,.*tx x Y) 
natural in X and Y, commutative in the sense that the diagram 
UC.*(x) ou Uc*(Y)~ U,*,*(Y) 0” U,*(X) 
1 mC.C, I w.c 
~lcc,.*tx x Y) u~c.o.*t y x X) 
\,/ 
uvx7.*t Y x X) 
(with T(x @ y) = (- l)dimr d’my y OX, t(x, y) = (y, x), and (T as in HI) commutes for all 
X, Y, and associative in the sense that for singularity types C, C’, C”, the diagram 
(U,*(X) ou U,..*(Y)) ou V,:*(z)= UW?,.*(X x Y)@uUc-.*(Z) 
uc.*tw ou t ulc..c-L*t y x a)- uvx.c7.*tx x y x -3 
is commutative for all X, Y and Z. 
To construct such a product for the bordism theory defined by Bass, it suffices to 
define the structure of a (C, C’)-singular manifold on a Cartesian product V(0) x W(0) 
in which V is a C-singular manifold, and W is a C’-singular manifold without 
boundary (in the sense specified above). Of course V(0) and W(0) are in general 
manifolds with boundary (in the usual sense) and the manifold structure on V(0) x W(0) 
requires a little care [4,§3]. 
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Suppose then that S is a subset of (0,. . . ,n + m}; we set 
so = s n (0,. . . ,n}, S, = {i - n/i E S n {n + 1,. . . ,n + m}}, 
and we define 
(V x W)(S) = V(SLl) x W(S,), 
l3[( V X W)(S) = aiV(&) X W(S,) if 0 I i I n, 
= V(&) X ai-n W(S,) if n + 1 5 i 5 n + m 
the diffeomorphisms bvxw are obvious. 
Note that this product commutes with the homomorphisms of the Bockstein 
sequence of H2 up to the appropriate change of sign. 
82. CONSTRUCTION OF THE PRODUCT 
From H4 it follows that we have a well-behaved pairing 
mc.c: Uc.*(W ou Uc.*( n- u(c.o.*(x x Y). 
Under appropriate assumptions, we construct in this section a natural transformation 
of homology theories; the composition PC 0 mc,c[{] = mc will be the desired product. 
In fact this section is principally concerned with an analysis of the bordism functor 
u (c.c).*, and in the interest of clarity we state now a proposition whose proof will 
require several steps. 
Recall that a sequence of elements in a commutative ring is said to be regular if 
the nth element of the sequence is not a zero-divisor in the quotient ring defined by 
the ideal generated by the preceding (n - 1) elements; this notion is in fact in- 
dependent of the order. We will say that a singularity type C is regular if the sequence 
[C,l, . . . ,[Cnl is regular in U,(pt). It follows in particular that the integers c(i) are 
even. We write AC for the free graded abelian group on generators 6,, , . . ,6, with dim 
Si = c(i) + 1, and write E,(A,-) for the free graded commutative algebra on A,; it is 
thus an exterior algebra. 
2.1 PROPOSITION. If C is regular, then there is a natural isomorphism 
~oc,,*r41- UC., oz E*(Ac)[!] of homology f unctors. 
(The homomorphism PC corresponds under this isomorphism to the product of the 
identity map of Vc.* with the augmentation of E&A,).) Note that an easy induction 
from H2 and H3 shows that Ucc.cj,*(pt) is a free U*(pt)l(C)-module on generators of 
dimension consistent with the above assertion; the problem is to choose these 
generators “naturally”. 
2.2 Definition. If 1 s i < n, let u(i) denote the permutation of the integers 1 
through 2n which transposes i and i + n; then a(i)(C, C) denotes the sequence 
c, x 0,. . . *Ci x 1,. . . ,Cn x 0, CL x 1,. . . *Ci x 07.. . *Cn x 1. 
Let e(i): a(i)(C, C) - (C, C) be the diffeomorphism of sequences defined by 
e(i); = identity, if j# i, i + n; and ti(i)(c, 1) = (c, O), f?(i),+,(c, 0) = (c, 1) otherwise. 
Let s; denote the natural equivalence 0(i) * a(i) * : U~C.~~.~-+(~C.C,..+ of homology 
theories defined by Hl; clearly sisi = sjsi, and SF = identity. 
It follows that the endomorphisms Pi = i(l + Si) of the homology theory UCc.cj+[i] 
form a commuting family of projections. We now define PC = n Pi. 
laic, 
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Because the nontriviality of the operations s, may not be immediately apparent, we 
check the special case n = 1 for the theory of Baas. The result will be our fifth 
hypothesis. 
Suppose therefore that the sequence C contains a single element; we will write 
C = C,. If C is regular, then c is an even integer. From H2 and H3 we obtain exact 
sequences 
[Cl 
o- U*_,(pt> - U*(POL ~c.*(P~)----+ 0 
Q? 
o- Uc.*(PI)~ U,c.o.*(P~)--+ UC.*-c-,W)-0. 
It follows that Uc.*(Pt) = U,(Pt)/(C) is concentrated in even dimensions, while 
Ucc.o,*(pt) is a free Uc.,(pt)-module on a generator[l] of dimension 0 and a generator 
6 of dimension c + 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.3 (HS). s[l] = + [l], s(6) = - 6. 
Proof. The diagram 
identity 
U*(P~)----+ U*(pt) 
commutes, so the first assertion is trivial. We prove the second assertion by construc- 
ting an explicit representative D for 6. 
In the interest of precision we define the orientation of C by a volume-form wc; 
consequently the manifold-with-boundary [- 1, + l] x C is oriented by dt A wc. 
If S is a subset of (0, 1,2}, we write 
D(S) = [- l,+ 11 X C if S = 0 
=0 if OES, or if S>{1,2}. 
Let 
a,D(0) = - 1 X C, with orientation - wc 
&D(0) = + 1 X C, with orientation + wc. 
Finally, let D( 1) be the single point “ - “, oriented by the volume-form - 1, and let 
D(2) be the single point “ + “, oriented by the volume-form + 1. There are now 
volume-preserving diff eomorphisms 
b,(0, 1): - 1 X C-==+ - X C X 0, b&0,2): + 1 x C---* +xcx1 
whose definition is obvious. 
We now write 6 for the class of D in U cc.o.&r); since &S) is the class of the 
generator “ + ” of U&pt), this is consistent with our previous notation. The object D 
corresponds to the singular manifold defined by the suspension of C, with the upper 
cone interpreted as a singularity of type C X 0, and the lower as a singularity of type 
C X 1; our contention is that the operator s turns this object end-over-end. 
The manifold SD is now defined by SD(B) = [- 1, + l] x C, oriented as before; we 
have 
a,sD(0) = + 1 x C, &SD(~) = - 1 x C, SD(~) = +, SD(~) = -, 
b&0, 1): + 1 x C- +xcxo, b,r,(0,2):-lxC---+-xCxl, 
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with orientations as before. Consequently the diffeomorphism d: D- SD defined on 
D(B) by d(t, C) = (- t, c), and on D(l), D(2) by d(+) = -, d(-) = +, is an orientation- 
reversing map; thus [SD] = - [D]. 0 
COROLLARY 2.4. In the case n = 1 there is a natural isomorphism 
~~c.~~Jfl--, U~.dfl@ UC-,-,[!I of homology theories. 
Proof. It is elementary that if E is an endomorphism of an extraordinary 
homology theory satisfying EZ = E then both the image and the kernel of E constitute 
extraordinary homology theories. Now the composition 
pz PC 
~c.*- u,cc,*- . . (image PC)* 
is a natural transformation of homology theories, and the preceding proposition shows 
that its localisation Pc 0 &f]: Uc.& + (image P,-)* is an isomorphism when applied 
to X = point. A well-known argument shows that Pc 0 p?[_!] is an isomorphism when 
applied to any CW-space. It follows that (PC 0 p?[f])-‘Pc defines a splitting of the 
localisation 
o- vc.*r9- ~,c,c,.* rt1- uc.*-c-,[~l-o 
of the exact sequence provided by H2 and H3. 0 
Note that Corollary 2.4 is the case n = 1 of Proposition 2.1; the general case 
follows by induction. If we write C[i] for the sequence C,, . . . ,Ci_,, then we need only 
observe that because C is regular, the map 
is onto. Hence si is the identity on the image of CJ (Cril.CIil.C~L*(Pt) in U(C[i+l].C[i+l]).*(Pt). 
and is - 1 on the image of 6; E Ucci.ci,,*(pt) under the appropriate p. Consequently the 
argument of 2.4 implies that 
u (Clt+l].C[i+lD.*[tl = u(C[il.C[ilk* 0 E,(&)[fl. 0 
. . PC PC . . 
Stmtlarly, the composition UC., - U,c.c,,* - Uc.*[$I defined by pc = II pi local- “sir?” 
ises to an isomorphism on a point, so the image of Pc 0 pc[f] is isomorphic to Uc,,[f] 
The homomorphism r’, promised at the beginning of this section can now be defined 
as the composition (PC 0 pc[!l>-‘PC. 
This therefore completes the construction of the product mc_ Note that compati- 
bility of the external product with the maps of H2 [cf. H4] implies 
COROLLARY 2.5. If C is a subsequence of C’ then the localised reduction map 
p$: U,.,[i] + U& is a homomorphism ofgraded rings. (It follows that the product mc is 
nontrivial.) 0 
The homomorphisms pc: Uc,,- Ucc.c,.* defined in the proof of 2.1 are monomor- 
phisms. by H2 and H3; it is useful to interpret them as inclusions: 
COROLLARY 2.6. The product mc is commutative. 
Proof. This follows from the assumption of commutativity of the external 
product, if we identify U,.*[f] with the submodule of s;-invariant elements in 
&.c,.*[tl. 0 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The Bockstein operations Q;[f] are derivations with respect to the 
multiplication mc. 
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Proof. We need a preliminary observation. Note first that the Bockstein opera- 
tions on the theory U,c,cj,* satisfy s,Qt = Q,si if j+ i, i + n, and s,Q;_,, = QISi otherwise. 
We next need to show that if 15 i s n, then we have 
QiPc = P&Q, + Qi+n); 
in view of the preceding remark it suffices to verify this in the special case n = 1. By 
proposition 2.3, the composition 
(ker PC)*- ~K.c~.~[~~----+ Q2w2’ uc.*-c-,[~] 
is an isomorphism of homology theories; it follows that the operation Q2 localises to 
an isomorphism of (ket PC)* with (im Pc),-~-~. In particular, if x E (im PC)* then 
x = Qzy for some y, and consequently Qrx = 0; hence QzPc = 0, or Qz+ Q2s = 0 on 
UCCL&. But then 
QI + QIS = QI + sQz = QI + sQz+ Qr+ sQ,, so Q,Pc = P&Q, + Qz). 
It is now immediate that 
QPcmc.c(x O Y) = Pc(Q~~c.c(x O Y) + Q~+~~c.c(x @I Y )) 
= Pcmc.c[(QixO Y) + (- l)dimx(~ O Qiy)l. 0 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The product m,-[i] is associative on the homology functor UC&J. 
Proof. Let (C, C, C) denote the sequence C, x 0, . . . , C, X 0, C, X 1, . . . , C, X 1, 
c, x2,. . . , C, x 2; then H4 yields a cummutative diagram which might be written 
Uc.*W)Ou UC,,(Y) ou vc.*(o--+ ~(c.o.*w x n ou Uc.*(Z> 
I I 
UC,*(x) ou ~co.*( y x a- ~vx.c,.*w x y x a. 
We will interpret Ucc.,-j.*( Y x Z) as a submodule of U (c.c,cj.*( Y x Z) via the composi- 
tion of the pi for 1 5 i 5 n; similarly, U cc,,-j.*(X x Y) will be understood to be a 
submodule of Urc.c-cj+(X x Y) via the composition of the pi for 2n 5 i 5 3n. 
We introduce the notation Si(O, 1) for the automorphism of U,,,,,, induced by the 
transposition of Ci x 0 and Ci X 1; we will write Si(l, 2), Pi(l, 2), etc. 
To show the claimed associativity, we prove that P&O, l)Pe(l, 2) = P&l, 2)Pc(0, 1) 
on any class m,c,c(x@~ 02) with X, &,&X>tdl, Y E U&Y)[$ z E &,,(Z)[i]. 
In fact it will be enough to see that the difference of the classes a = 
Pi(O, I)Pi(I, 2)mc.c.& @ Y@ ~1, b = Pi(l, 2)Pi(O, Ih,c.& @ y 0 Z) is zero. 
NOW Si(O, 2) = Si(l,2)Si(O, l)si(l,2), and the class a is fixed by both si(O, 1) and 
s;(I, 2); it follows that QU = II, where Q = $(si(O, 1) + si(l, 2) + Si(2,O)). Similarly, Qb = 
b; hence u - b = Q(a - b) = QRmc.c.,-(x @ y @ z), where 
But now QR = 0 is a relation in the group ring of the symmetric group on three letters, 
so a-b=O. cl 
APPENDIX:ASPECTRUMWHICH REPRESENTS U,, 
We write MU for the unitary Thorn spectrum, and m: MU A MU + MU for its 
multiplication morphism. If SC + MU represents the class [C] E U,(pt), then we will 
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write 
[CIA I 
pc: SC A MU- MhMMU:MV 
for the morphism of spectra which represents the operation of multiplication by [Cl. 
The cofiber of pc represents the theory Uc,, when n = 1; in this appendix we 
describe a generalisation of this construction. 
The difficulty appears in the case n = 2: let pc,, per be defined as above. Then the 
diagram 
S c(l)+C(*f /\ MU SC(*) A MU 
I .w ’‘WC2 I PC> 
SC(‘) A MU lrct MU 
can be shown to be homotopy-commutative. Unfortunately this is not enough to 
guarantee the existence of a morphism 
S ‘(I) A cofiber pcz- cofiber pc, 
representing [C,]-multiplication, whose cofiber would plausibly represent Ut,-,,c2,,*; we 
require a strictly commutative diagram to proceed by iterated cofibrations. 
We construct such a diagram with the aid of the A-set MC which represents the 
homology functor of a bordism category C [[8]; a A-set is a simplicial set “without 
degeneracy operators”[9]. A vertex of MC is a closed object of C, a l-simplex is a 
bordism between two vertices, and in general an n-simplex is a manifold-with-boundary 
together with a decomposition into submanifolds which satisfies the incidence relations 
of an n-simplex.] 
If U denotes the bordism category of complex-oriented manifolds, and C is a 
closed object of U, then the functor X ++C~X:U-+UinducesamapS~~MU+MU 
which represents [Cl-multiplication on U,. If UC denotes the bordism category of 
objects defined by Baas [in the case n = l] and p: U --+ Uc is the forgetful functor, then 
it is easy to construct a null-homotopy of the composition SC A MU -+ MU 2 MUc, 
and thus a morphism (cofiber CL,-)+MUc which induces an isomorphism on homotopy 
groups. Consequently the functors represented by MU= and the cofiber of PC are 
naturally equivalent. This argument can be iterated to show that the spectra defined 
below by cofibrations represent the bordism theories of manifolds with join-like 
singularities. 
Suppose then that C is the sequence C,, . . . ,C,. If S is a subset of (1,. . . ,n} then 
an S-system of manifolds will be a family {XT(T C S} of manifolds indexed by the 
subsets of S, together with orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms 
ir:: XT* II Ck X XT- 
kET"-T 
for every T’ c T”, such that the associated diagram [with vertices indexed by the 
subsets of S] commutes. For example, a {I, 2}-system is a commutative diagram 
iI* 
X0 - c, x x, 
I Ic xi1 7 .- .2 1 ’ 
c* x XZT_‘C, x c* x x1,* 
of diffeomorphisms, in which T interchanges C’, and C2. 
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It is clear that the restriction of an S-system of manifolds to a subset S’ of S 
defines an S’-system. We write U(S) for the category whose objects are S-systems of 
objects in U; a morphism of U(S) is to be a morphism of diagrams. For example, a 
morphism of l-systems is a commutative diagram 
x,-=-c, x x, 
I fe 1 fi 
Ye--=+C, x Y, in U 
Restriction now defines a functor U(S)-U(S’). Note also that X++XS: U(S)+U is 
a functor with an obvious inverse; it follows that MU(S) is homotopy-equivalent to 
MU. If aiS is the set obtained from S by omitting its ith element, then the restriction 
functor U(S) -+ U(a,S) defines a map MU(S) + MU(aiS) which represents [Ci]-multi- 
plication on U,. 
Now let MU= denote the diagram whose vertices are the spectra MU(S), the maps 
being induced by the inclusions of the subsets of (1, . . ,n}. Then this diagram is 
strictly commutative as promised, with spectra at the vertices which are homotopy- 
equivalent to the Thorn spectrum. (There seems to be an analogous diagram of spaces 
with MU at the vertices, built using the theory of “op-lax” functors; see[lOl.) The 
iterated cofiber of this diagram can be more invariantly described as the homotopy 
colimit of the associated diagram MUc’ whose vertices are indexed by subsets of 
{O, 1, . . . ,n}. with the exception of the set (0, 1,. . . ,n} itself; we set MUcA(S) = 
MU,-(S) if 0 65 S, = basepoint otherwise: the maps are as before. 
Using the construction of the homotopy colimit of a diagram of spaces as the 
geometric realisation of the associated simplicial space, we see that the homotopy 
groups of hocolim MUc’ are the abuttment of the spectral sequence ([31X11 $5, or 
[I 11) whose &-term is the homology of the chain complex 
. . . -O#S=IT*MU(S) z @*s=i_l7r*MU(S) - . . . . 
The differentials of this chain complex are easily identified by the above remarks, and 
the complex can be shown to be the tensor product [over U,(pt)] of the complexes 
IC,l 
o- U*(N) - U*-,(i,(pt)-O 
This is one way to define the Koszul complex K,([C,], . . . ,[C,]) whose acyclicity is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the regularity of the sequence [C,], . . . ,[C,,]. In 
particular, if C is regular, the spectra1 sequence collapses, and n,(hocolim MUc’) = 
U,(pt)l(C). The arguments of 42 show that the spectral sequence also collapses 
[away from 21 for the sequence (C, C), provided C is regular. 
There is a natural construction of the external product in this context; if S is a 
subset of {l,..., n}, and S’ is a subset of (1,. . . , m}, let (S, S’) be the subset 
S U {i + nli E S’} of {I,. . . ,n + m}. There is now an obvious product functor U(S) x 
U(S) -+ U(S, S’) defined by the Cartesian product of spaces. The natural map from the 
product of the geometric realisation of a pair of simplicial spaces to the geometric 
realisation of the simplicial product space yields mc,c. 
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